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RNN Classification of English Vowels: Nasalized or Not

Ling Liu and Mans Hulden and Rebecca Scarborough
Department of Linguistics

University of Colorado
first.last@colorado.edu

1 Introduction

Vowel nasality is phonemic in languages like
French, Hindi and Navajo while allophonic in lan-
guages like English, Mandarin and Arabic. It
is an important linguistic phenomenon perceived
and used by listeners even in languages where it
is coarticulatory and does not contrast meaning
(Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson, 1991; Beddor et al.,
2013; Scarborough, 2013).

Generally speaking, vowel nasality results from
lowering the velum to allow airflow to escape
through the nasal tract on top of oral articulation.
In the case of coarticulation, if a vowel is pre-
ceded by a nasal consonant, the velum keeps low-
ered after the nasal pronunciation and causes the
vowel nasalization as a carryover effect; when a
vowel is followed by a nasal consonant, the velum
lowers during the pronunciation of the vowel in
anticipation of the nasal articulation, resulting in
the anticipatory vowel nasalization. The nasality
of a vowel varies in the time course due to fac-
tors such as context the sound appears in. It has
been claimed that carryover nasality (i.e. vowel
nasalization in the syllabic structure of NVC1) is
less strong than anticipatory nasality (i.e. in a
CVN syllabic structure) (e.g. Moll (1962), Ohala
(1971)), and nasality involving both carryover and
anticipatory effects (i.e. in an NVN context) is the
strongest (e.g. Styler (2015)). Cohn (1990) found
that in English the nasal airflow for carryover
nasality has a decreasing tendency through the ar-
ticulation of the vowel, for anticipatory nasality
the nasal airflow has an increasing tendency, and
for nasality involving both carryover and anticipa-
tory effects the nasal airflow is more flat than in
the other two contexts.

In comparison to the description of vowel nasal-

1N stands for nasal consonant, V stands for vowel, and C
stands for non-nasal consonant

ity from the articulatory perspective, the acoustic
and perceptual description and understanding of
the phenomenon is more elusive. Styler (2015)
summarized 29 features of nasality discussed in
the literature and constructed two feature-based
classifiers, a random forest classifier and a sup-
port vector machine (SVM) classifier, to catego-
rize vowels into either nasal or oral, as a way to
test which features or feature combinations are
useful for nasality perception and measurement.
The performances of both classifiers on the clas-
sification of English vowels in NVN and CVC
contexts, were the best when all the 29 features
were used, indicating the complexity of the phe-
nomenon. In addition, most measurements about
the nasality features were taken at the 1/3 and 2/3
duration points of each vowel, and thus most of
the information the classifiers use is discrete, even
though speech is continuous.

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a type of
deep learning architecture specifically designed to
take advantage of sequential information (Lipton
et al., 2015). A neural network (NN) classifier is
not necessarily a good model to evaluate the con-
tribution of any particular feature in isolation or
feature combinations as a feature-based classifier
can do. However, it has the advantage of making
use of information from simpler features, freeing
us from high-level feature engineering: we don’t
have to identify, isolate and measure features such
as formant frequencies, amplitude and bandwidth
at certain points. What’s more, because it is good
at taking advantage of sequential information, it
can potentially be a stronger model of the phe-
nomenon with a more holistic view of the speech
signal.

For the current work, we constructed a vanilla
RNN (Elman, 1990) classifier as an NN baseline
model and a long short-term memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) classifier as
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a more advanced model. The classifiers are bi-
nary, which take as input the Mel Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficient representations (MFCCs) (Davis
and Mermelstein, 1980) of English vowels iso-
lated from words with CVC, NVN, CVN, or NVC
syllabic structures and classify the vowels into
the classes nasalized/non-nasalized. Three groups
of binary classification were conducted: CVC vs
NVN, CVC vs CVN, CVC vs NVC. The contribu-
tions and results of this paper are as follows:

• The LSTM classifier is very strong in classi-
fying vowels as nasalized or not. It achieves
an accuracy of 94.50% on CVC vs NVN
which is almost 10% higher than the SVM
classifier, the state-of-the-art feature-based
classifier.

• The good classification result of the neu-
ral models suggest that MFCCs, a perceptu-
ally motivated representation of speech signal
commonly used for automatic speech recog-
nition, retain very informative components as
regards nasalization, though information may
be lost in various ways in the process of de-
riving the MFCCs (Huang et al., 2001; Zheng
et al., 2001).

• The performance of the neural models sup-
ports phonetic claims about the degree of
nasality and indicates that nasality study
should not only take discrete measurements
at discrete points but also take a more holistic
view by combining features throughout the
duration of the relevant speech signal.

2 Experiments

The data are a subset of the data collected by Styler
(2015), which are sound files with corresponding
textgrid annotations marking word boundaries and
vowel boundaries on different tiers. Each sound
file is an English monosyllabic word experimen-
tally elicited in isolation. The consonants imme-
diately before and after the vowel are /b/, /d/, /m/,
or /n/. For each of the four contexts, the training
set consists of 665 tokens, the test set includes 100
tokens. A development set is held out only for the
CVC vs CVN context contrast, where 70 tokens
are provided for each context. A Praat (Boersma
and Weenink, 2018) script is used to automatically
extract the vowel in each sound file as is annotated
in the corresponding textgrid. The vowels in iso-
lation are then converted into MFCCs using the

Softmax

MFCC-row2 MFCC-rownMFCC-row1

h0 h1 h2 …
…
…

LSTM LSTM LSTM

hn

…Predicted 
Class

Figure 1: Architecture of the LSTM classifier.
MFCC-rowi is the ith row in the MFCC represen-
tation of the vowel. hi is the output generated by
the ith step in the hidden layer, which will be the
input to the next step together with the next row
of MFCCs. The final output of the LSTM, i.e. hn

will be the condensed representation of the vowel
and will be the input to the softmax function for
classification.

python speech features library2 with the
signals framed into 25ms frames with a 10ms win-
dow step. The final representation of a vowel is a
matrix with different numbers of rows depending
on the length of the vowel where each row con-
tains 13 MFCCs.

The RNN networks iterate over the MFCC ma-
trix representation of the vowel one row after an-
other, which outputs a condensed representation in
the end. This condensed representation is input to
a softmax function which produces an output as
to whether the vowel is nasalized or not. Figure 1
illustrates the architecture of the RNN classifiers,
with LSTM as an example. The architecture of the
baseline RNN model differs from Figure 1 only in
the hidden layer where it uses vanilla RNN rather
than LSTM.

For both the baseline vanilla RNN classifier and
the LSTM classifier, there is only one layer in
the network, the optimization method is stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD), and the loss function
is the negative log likelihood loss (NLLLoss). All
weights are initialized to zeros. The hyperparam-
eters for each of the classifiers is tuned on the de-
velopment set. The setting of hyperparameters for
the baseline vanilla RNN classifier is as follows:
the hidden layer is of size 300, the learning rate is
0.0005, and 40,000 iterations were run with each
iteration randomly picking a sound file from the
training data. For the LSTM classifier, the hyper-

2https://github.com/jameslyons/python_
speech_features
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Context contrast SVM Vanilla RNN LSTM

CVC-vs-NVN 84.76 71.00 94.50
CVC-vs-CVN - 73.00 90.00
CVC-vs-NVC - 51.00 81.00

Table 1: Accuracies(%) of classifiers for different
context contrasts

parameters are as follows: the hidden layer size is
300, the learning rate is 0.0005, and the number of
iterations is 80,000. The systems are implemented
using PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2017).

Experiments were conducted with three types of
oral-nasal context contrasts. In other words, three
groups of binary classification were conducted:
one is to classify whether the vowel is between
two oral consonants or is between two nasal con-
sonants (i.e. CVC vs NVN), another is to classify
whether the vowel is between two oral consonants
or is immediately preceded by an oral consonant
and immediately followed by a nasal consonant
(i.e. CVC vs CVN), and the third is to classi-
fier whether the vowel is between two oral conso-
nants or is immediately preceded by a nasal con-
sonant and immediately followed by an oral con-
sonant (i.e. CVC vs NVC). Vowels between oral
consonants are not nasalized, and vowels immedi-
ately preceded or followed by a nasal consonant
are considered nasalized. The same parameters
are used for classification in all context contrasts,
though they were tuned only for CVC vs CVN.
For each context contrast, we trained an ensemble
of ten models and used majority voting to decide
the final classification, i.e. the class which was
predicted by the greatest number of models is the
final classification decision of the ensemble.

3 Results and Discussion

Table 1 provides the accuracies of the RNN classi-
fiers for different context contrasts, as well as the
best performance of Styler (2015)’s models. Styler
(2015) classified English nasality only for vowels
in tokens with CVC and NVN contexts. The best
performance was achieved by the SVM classifier
using all 29 features in his experiments.

The baseline RNN model, i.e. the vanilla RNN
classifier performs worse than the feature-based
models by a large margin, while the improved
RNN model, i.e. the LSTM classifier achieves
an accuracy of about 10% higher than the best
feature-based model for the same context contrast,

(a) RNN: CVC vs NVN (b) LSTM: CVC vs NVN

Figure 2: Example plots of average losses over ev-
ery 100 iterations during training process of the
vanilla RNN classifier and the LSTM classifier for
different context contrasts for CVC vs NVN. The
other two context contrasts have the same pattern.

i.e. CVC vs NVN. This indicates that MFCCs
contain relevant information for nasality despite
its lossy representation. This finding supports the
use of MFCCs for automatic speech recognition,
as they appear to retain enough of the signal to al-
low for subtle distinctions.

The vanilla RNN architecture has the vanishing
gradients problem (Pascanu et al., 2013). As a re-
sult, the information at the beginning of the vow-
els in the output of the RNN after going over the
MFCC matrix will have very little effect on the
classification. The LSTM architecture can han-
dle long-distance information better (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) and thus produces bet-
ter combinations representing information across
the vowel. It is observed that the LSTM classifier
outperforms the vanilla RNN classifier for every
context contrast. This indicates that the features
across the vowel, rather than at a certain place, be
it the beginning or the end, are important for nasal-
ity measurement and perception.

For the LSTM classifiers which can take
good advantage of information across the vowel,
the classification accuracies become increasingly
higher for context contrasts from CVC vs NVC,
CVC vs CVN to CVC vs NVN. This agrees with
the phonetic claim that NVN vowels in English are
most nasalized, CVN vowels are less nasalized,
and NVC vowels are least nasalized (Moll, 1962;
Ohala, 1971; Styler, 2015). However, this pattern
is not supported by the classification result of the
vanilla RNN architecture, since the baseline NN
model achieves the highest accuracy for CVC vs
CVN. This may be because the hyperparameters
were tuned for the CVC vs CVN context contrast.
We can see in Figure 2 that the LSTM classifiers
converge very well while the vanilla RNN clas-
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sifiers do not. This indicates that the pattern of
nasality degree supported by the LSTM classifier
results is reliable, and can’t be overthrown by the
vanilla classification results.

4 Conclusion

We developed a baseline NN classifier of the
vanilla RNN architecture, and an improved NN
model of the LSTM architecture, to classify En-
glish vowels as to whether they are nasalized or
not. The RNN models take as input the MFCC
representations of the vowel, and do binary clas-
sifications. The models were trained and tested
on three types of vowel context contrasts: CVC
vs NVN, CVC vs CVN, and CVC vs NVC. The
LSTM classifier largely outperforms the SVM
classifier which uses 29 carefully designed and
measured features for the same task. This in-
dicates that MFCCs contain the relevant part of
the speech signal to discriminate nasality, and that
nasality is represented in the vowel not only as dis-
crete features at certain points but that there is also
a holistic aspect to the detection, and that retaining
the signal throughout the relevant segments is im-
portant for nasality perception and measurement.
In addition, the performance of the LSTM classi-
fiers is strongest for CVC vs NVN, followed by
CVC vs CVN, and the worst for CVC vs NVC,
a result that agrees with phonetic claims about
strength of coarticulatory nasality.

Neural network models as currently used are not
necessarily the best choice for examining which
specific features are useful for detection of nasal-
ity since it is not easy to interpret what the neural
models attend to and so the result does not directly
contribute to our understanding of the details of
the phenomenon. Future work may compare var-
ious ways of representing speech sounds as input
to NN models to see which leads to better or worse
classification. It is possible to incorporate the fea-
tures proposed by Styler (2015) into the model. It
is also worth exploring data with both acoustic and
nasal airflow information, though we do not cur-
rently have access to such a corpus.
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